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Theoretical computing time analyses of both the iterative multiplication and binary 
expansion algorithms for computing pn for P E I[xt ,..., xr] show the iterative multipli- 
cation algorithm to be more efficient as r, the number of variables, increases. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
In [4], Knuth discusses the problem of minimizing the computing time required to 
compute xn for x belonging to any algebraic system with associative multiplication and 
a multiplicative identity. The general approach taken is to develop algorithms which 
minimize the number of multiplications involved in the computation. This approach 
leads to a minimum computation time if one adds the additional assumption of a 
constant bound on the time to multiply any two elements of the system. The assump- 
tion of a constant bound on the multiplication time is reasonable, for instance, when the 
algebraic system is the integers and fixed-precision multiplication is employed on a 
digital computer. However, as we shall see, the assumption of a constant bound on the 
multiplication time for multiplying variable-precision integers (which can be considered 
as an abstraction of normal paper and pencil multiplication) is unrealistic. 
Knuth analyzes two algorithms in some detail--the iterative multiplication algorithm 
and the binary expansion algorithm. The binary expansion algorithm is shown to 
require fewer multiplications and hence less computing time. Other methods of less 
generality which involve fewer multiplications than the binary expansion method are 
also discussed. 
In this paper we extend Knuth's analysis of the iterative multiplication and binary 
expansion algorithms to computing powers of polynomials belonging to I[x 1 ,..., Xr], 
the set of all polynomials in r variables over the integers, using either fixed- or variable- 
precision integer arithmetic. It is shown that the iterative multiplication algorithm 
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minimizes the number of coefficient multiplications required and hence minimizes 
the computation time. 
The iterative multiplication algorithm is shown to be faster for dense polynomials--  
i.e., ones with mostly nonzero coefficients--by a factor of n r-1 when fixed-precision 
arithmetic is employed and n r when variable-precision arithmetic is employed to 
compute the n-th power of a polynomial with r variables, r > 1. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we derive upper bounds on the computing time to compute P 9 Q for 
P, Q ~ I[x 1 ,..., xr] using both fixed- and variable-precision i teger arithmetic. We 
begin by presenting the definition of O-notation. 
DEHNITION 2.1. Let f and g be two real-valued functions defined on some set S. 
Then f = O(g) if there exists a positive real number c such that If(x)[ ~ c 9 ] g(x)I 
for all x c S. Notice that the set S may be a set of n-tuples. 
We shall now look at the time to multiply polynomials using fixed-precision arith- 
metic. If  we bound the maximum size that any integer involved in a computation can 
be (i.e., use fixed-precision arithmetic), then we can find some positive constants, 
c 1 and c~, such that the time to add any two integers is bounded by c 1 and the time to 
multiply any two integers is bounded by c 2 . This is the case if single-precision 
integer arithmetic is used on a digital computer provided no integers larger than 
single-precision occur. Hence we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P, Q ~ I[x 1 ..... Xr], let m i be the degree of P in x i ,  and let nl 
be the degree of Q in xi . Then an upper bound on the computing time to compute P"  Q 
using fixed-precision integer arithmetic is O(h 1 "" AWl "." ?r), where hl --~ mi + 1 and 
~i ~- n~ + 1. 
Proof. The multiplication of P times Q involves computing the product of each 
coefficient of P times each coefficient of Q and then summing coefficients of like terms. 
The polynomial P has at most (m 1 + 1) "" (mr + 1) ---- A 1 "'" A r terms and likewise 
Q has at most 71 "'" 7r terms. Hence there are at most A 1 "" AWl "" ?r coefficient 
multiplications involved. If we assume c 2 bounds the time to multiply any two 
coefficients, then the time to compute all the products is O(c2A 1 "" AWl "'" ~r) 
0(~1 "'" A,'71 "'" 7r)" 
There are at most A 1 "" hr)'l "'" )'r additions required to combine the coefficients of 
like terms. If we assume c1 bounds the time to add any two coefficients, we get a time 
to do all the additions of O(Clh 1 -'" AWl "-" ) ' r ) :  O(Aj "-hr)'~ "'" )'r)" And hence 
O(A1 "'" AWl ' "  )'r) is an upper bound on the computing time to compute P 9 Q using 
fixed-precision arithmetic. 
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In most variable-precision arithmetic systems implemented on digital computers [2] 
it can be shown [3] that the upper bound to add any two integers bounded in magnitude 
by d is O[(In d)] and to multiply an integer bounded in magnitude by d times an integer 
bounded in magnitude by e is O[(In d)(ln e)]. These times correspond to the intuitive 
notions that the time to add two integers is proportional to their length and the time to 
multiply them is proportional to the product of their lengths. 
Knuth reports in [5] that Sch6nhage and Strassen have shown that it is possible to 
multiply two integers bounded in magnitude by d in a time proportional to 
(ln d)(ln In d)(ln in In d). However, their method is impractical except for very large 
integers due to the overhead involved in the computation. Hence in our analyses we 
shall use the multiplication time given in the preceding paragraph. 
We now present he definition of the norm of a polynomial. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let P ~ ][x  I ,..., Xr]. Then define norm(P) to be the sum of the 
absolute values of the coefficients of P. 
The norm of a polynomial is easily seen to satisfy the following three properties: 
(1) norm(P q-Q)~< norm(P)q-norm(Q),  (2) norm(P "Q) ~ norm(P) -  norm(Q), 
and (3) if a~ is any coefficient of P, then ] at I ~< norm(P). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let P ~ I[x a ,..., x,], norm(P) = d, and let mi be the degree of P in 
x i . Let Q ~ I[x l .... , xr], norm(Q) -- e, and let nl be the degree of Q in x i . Then an 
upper bound on the computing time to compute P .  Q using variable-precision arithmetic 
is O(h 1 "" A,y I -'- 7~(ln d)(In e)), where ;~,: -- mi + 1 and 71 -= ni + 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 the number of coefficient multiplications 
and additions is O(A 1 "" ~,,~'1 "" 7'r). Since any coefficient of P is at most equal in 
magnitude to d and any coefficient of Q is at most equal in magnitude to e, each 
multiplication takes at most O[(ln d)(ln e)] and all of them require O[~1 "'" A,.71 "'" 
7r(ln d)(ln e)]. Since by the second property of norms, norm(P 9 Q) ~< d 9 e, it follows 
that each addition involves adding two integers bounded by d 9 e. Hence each addition 
requires O[(in de)] and all the additions require O[h 1 "-- h~71 "" 7~(ln de)]. And thus 
the time to do the multiplications bounds the time to do the additions. 
3. THE ALGORITHMS AND THEIR ANALYSES 
By the iterative multiplication algorithm for computing pn we mean simply to 
compute P~ --~ P 9 P, p3 = p2 .  p,..., pn ~ pn-1 . p. We now analyze the computing 
time of the iterative multiplication algorithm using fixed- and variable-precision 
arithmetic. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let P ~ I[x x ..... Xr] be a nonzero polynomial and let m i be the degree 
of P in xi . Then an upper bound on the computing time to compute P~, n > O, as a function 
of the power, the number of variables, and the degree of the variables, using the iterative 
multiplication algorithm and fixed-precision arithmetic is O(nr+lA~ 2 "" A~2), where 
Ai =- mi + 1. 
Proof. I f  mi is the degree of P in x i , then the degree of pk in x i is k 9 mi 9 Hence by 
Theorem 2.1, the computing time to compute pk-x.  p is 
O{[(k - -  1)mx + l] "" [(k - -  1)m r + 1](m 1 + 1)"" (m r + 1)} 
= O[ (k  - -  1)(ml + 1) - "  (k -- 1)(m r + 1)(ma + 1) "" (m r + 1)1 
= O[ (k  - -  1)~A? ... A~]. 
Thus the time to compute all the required products is 
O(n.~ (k - .=  1) rAI2 "'" At2 ) O(nr+lA12""Ar2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P ~ I [x  1 . . . .  , xr] be a nonzero polynomial, let m i be the degree of 
P in xi,  and let d ~ norm(P). Then an upper bound on the computing time to compute pn, 
n > O, as a function of the power, the number of variables, the degrees of the variables, 
and the norm of the polynomial, using the iterative multiplication algorithm and variable- 
precision arithmetic is O[nr+2A12 --- Ark(In d)~], where A i = m i + 1. 
Proof. By the second property of norms, if norm(P) = d, then norm(P k) ~ dlq 
Hence by Theorem 2.2 the computing time to compute pk-1 . p is 
O{[(k -- 1)m I @ 1] ... [(k -- 1)m r + 1](m 1 + 1)-"  (mr + 1)(ln dk-1)(ln d)} 
= O[(k -- 1)(ml + 1) ' "  (k -- 1)(mr + 1)(ml + l ) ' "  (mr + 1)(k -- 1)(ln d) 2] 
= O[(k -- 1)r+aA12 "'" Ar2(ln d)2]. 
Thus the time to compute all the required products is 
n 
0 (k~ 2 (k -- 1)r+aA12 "'" Ar2(ln d) ~) = O[nr+2A1 ~ "'" Ar2(ln d)2]. 
[ 
In order to facilitate analyzing the binary expansion algorithm for computing pn  
we now present he algorithm in detail. 
Binary Expansion Algorithm 
Input: P, a nonzero polynomial belonging to I[x 1 .... , xr]; and n, a positive integer. 
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Output: X = P~ 
(1) X+- -1 ;Z+- -P .  
(2) q +- [n/2]; r +-- n -- 2q; n +-- q; if r = 0, go to (4). 
(3) x~ x .  z. 
(4) I f  n -- 0, return; Z +- Z 9 Z; go to (2). 
That the binary expansion algorithm correctly computes pn is a result of considering 
n as a binary number and observing the relationship between multiplication of powers 
and addition of exponents. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P c I [x  1 ,. . . ,  xr] be a nonzero polynomial and let m i be the degree 
of P in x i . Then an upper bound on the computing time to compute P~, n > O, as a 
function of the power, the number of variables, and the degrees of the variables, using the 
binary expansion algorithm and fixed-precbion arithmetic is O(n2~12 "" )t~2), where 
)~i = mi @ 1. 
Proof. In order to bound the computing time of the binary expansion algorithm 
it suffices to consider the time required for all computations of X 4-- X 9 Z in step (3), 
and Z *-- Z 9 Z in step (4). Let us first look at computing Z *--- Z 9 Z in step (4). We see 
that on successive xecutions of step (4), Z is computed as 
Z -- P 9 P, Z : p2 .  p2,..., Z == p2(log2n)-i, p2(log2n)-l. 
Hence the k-th execution of step (4) requires computing P 2k-1 " P 2k-I. I f  m i is the 
degree of P in x~, then P 2k-1 is of degree 2 k 1 . m~ in x i . Hence, the computation time 
for the k-th execution of step (4) is 
O[(2r(k-1)hl ' "  Ar) 2] : 0122r(  k 1)h12 "'" At2], 
and thus the time for all executions of step (4) is 
([1O~n] 
0 2 2r(k 1)A12 "'" Ar2] ~ O(n~r;h 2 "'" At2). 
k=l 
Let us now look at the time to compute X +-- X 9 Z in step (3). Step (3) is executed 
once for each 1 in the binary representation of n and hence can be executed at most 
one time more than step (4). Since X is always a smaller power of P than Z is, it is easy 
to see that the time for every execution of step (3) except he last is bounded by the 
time of the corresponding execution of step (4). The last execution of step (3) can 
take at most 
o(  2rt (l~ -l]+ r(l~ ~12 ... ar 2) = O( n2rAl 2 ... Ar2). 
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Thus O(n2~A1 ~ " "  Ar 2) is an upper bound on the computing time of the binary expansion 
algorithm when fixed-precision arithmetic is employed. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let P e I[xl,. . .  , Xr] be a nonzero polynomial, let m i be the degree of 
P in xi ,  and let d = norm(P). Then an upper bound on the computing time to compute pn, 
n > O, as a function of the power, the number of variables, the degrees of the variables, 
and the norm of the polynomial, using the binary expansion algorithm and variable- 
precision arithmetic is 
O(n2r+2,~12 "'" Ar2(ln d)2), where A i = m i + 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, it is only necessary to consider the com- 
puting time for step (4). Since norm(P 2k-~) ~< d 2~-1, the computing time for the k-th 
execution of step (4) is at most: 
O{[(2r(k-1)A1 "'" An(in d2k-1)] 2} = O[22(r+x)(k-1)A12"'" A,2(ln d)2]. 
Thus the time for all executions of step (4) is 
,(logan) 
0 ( 2 2mr+l)(k-l'A12 "'"Ar~( In d)21 = O[n2r+2A12 "'" Ar2(ln d)2]" \ 
% k=l   
4. Two EXAMPLES 
In order to lend further credence to the results established in the preceding section 
we derive exact bounds on the number of multiplications used by both algorithms in 
two special cases, one as a function of the number of variables, and the other as a 
function of the power. 
Consider computing the fourth power of the polynomial 
2 2 2 
E E "" E 1 9 x~14 ~. . .x~.  
el=0 e2=0 er=O 
By examining the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.3 it is easy to see that the exact number 
of multiplications used by the iterative mukiplication algorithm is 3r(3 * + 5 * + 7 0 
and by the binary expansion algorithms i 3 2r + 5 2., where r is the number of variables. 
In Table 1, we have tabulated the values of the above functions for r = 1 .... ,6. 
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TABLE I 
Number of Multiplications Using Iterative and Binary Expansion Algorithms 
as a Function of r, the Number of Variables 
Number of multiplications using 
r iterative binary expansion 
1 45 34 
2 747 706 
3 13365 16354 
4 251667 397186 
5 4902525 9824674 
6 97688187 244672066 
As a second example, let us consider computing the n-th power of the polynomial 
2 2 2 2 
Z222 
el=O %=0 %=0 %=0 
1" x~l .x~.  X~a.x4e4. 
Again, by examining the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 it is easy to see that the 
exact number of multiplications used by the iterative multiplication algorithm is 
81 9 ~.=~ (2k -- 1) 4 and by the binary expansion algorithm is x'l~ (2 k + 1) s, when n " ~k=l 
is a power of two. In Table II, we have tabulated the values of the above functions for 
n = 2, 4, 8. 
TABLE II 
Number of Multiplications Using Iterative and Binary Expansion Algorithms 
as a Function of n, the Power 
Number of multiplications using 
iterative binary expansion 
2 6561 6561 
4 251667 397186 
8 8383095 43443907 
5. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion it is seen that, counter to intuition, the upper bound on the computing 
time of the binary expansion algorithm is much greater than the upper bound on the 
computing time of the iterative multiplication algorithm whether fixed- or variable- 
precision arithmetic is employed. 
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It  should also be noted that if fixed-precision real arithmetic were used instead of 
fixed-precision integer arithmetic, the upper bounds would be the same as in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 
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